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NUÌ5ERICAL SOLUTIONS OF VOI1NSONAL 
COMPRESS 1131E PLOW ABOUT AN AIRFOIL 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Dackround. 

The Lundanenta]. rob1em in aeroda.uics is to deteriine, 

for an arbitrary body in flow, the resu1tfr 

pressure distribution and force5. In general, a theoretical 

aflaly$is ai' the probl&1 should take into acco'unt the effects of 

viscosity and coiwressibility. 1iòvrevcr, if this is done formidable 

nathenatical diffîcu1tie are encowitored immediately. The 

resuItin differential equations are non-linear and cannot be 

solved analjtïcally by my genera]. procedure. In the past this 

difficulty was overcone by assinin that air vas both non-viscous 

and inconressible Vth±Ch, although obviously not true, produced 

a theory that save res1ts good aoement vrith the lovrpeed 

eerinentc1 data available at that tie. This inconprossible 

theory, combined vith loi-speed experimental work, gave sufficient 

data to olvo most low-speed aeronautical problems. 

During the last tar airplane design oessod to the point 

where compreasibility effects were quite pronounced. It is now 

necessary in the theoretical analysis of hj-seed flow to discard 

the asswptïon of incoznpressioility. As us rentionea be.oro, no 

equations of motion for a compressible fluid are non-linear and are 

not easily solved. However, considerable work has been done, 

especially in the fIeld el' tao-dimensional, irrotational, 



cc»rtprssib1e f1o. There have boon two L-iain linos of &ûthck on the 

problem, (i) linearization of the equations of motion, anc (2) 

trancforation o1 variabL$ so that th equations of motion becoLe 

linear. The first aethod has yielded the Prait1-G1auoi't rule 

(7, p.U3-120), wh1th ray be used in estimating conìpresibi1ity 

effects from Lch number zero to seven-tenths (depending on tho 

shape of the body) and the Ackeret uporsonic theory (7, p.122-139), 

which cari be used in the rançje of M 1.4-4.0. The second method 

has been uocessful1r employed by Karaan and Thien (4, p.163-188) 

in the sfoonie range and gives results in c1oer agreement vith 

experifl1entai data than does the Prandtl.-Glauert rule. However, aU 

of these theories are limited to thin airfoils at small an1es of 

attack. Also, since the flow h been a8suined irrotational, the 

possibIlity of the exietence of strong shock waves ha been 

eliminated. This Ic quite a serious itidtation sùco most cUíficultie 

encountered in high-speed u1iht are cauod b;r the fern . aton of 

shock waves end the reu1ting boundary layer 3epartion. The 

prediction of the initiai formatioii of hoc1c waves and an eetiition 

of tbo±r effects has become of uiot importmce in the de±n of 

modern circraít. The above-ientioned theories can shed little 

1iht on this problem. Not only are they rotricted to essentially 

shock-free flow, but they also do not cover the speed rance in ;hich 

the initial shock wave is formed. This rance of ipeeds, freni 

L! .7 to MZ1,2 is called the transonic rocien since the how is 

neither completely sison±e nor supersonic. 
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The ap ii. aerodynaric theory for the transonc recion is 
paralleled by s. gap in reliable experento1 data. As the air 

velocity around wind twine? nodels ap:roaches M7 1, a ohock wave 

£orìs froa the ode1 to the tne1 a11s. V'hen this happens the 

test data become unreliable, Also, it is 1noTrn that wi tunnel 
wall interference increacos with increasing M, but the exact anount 

of interference is not knotn. Because of these difficulties niany 

researchers have turned to free fli:ht iiodels, Of coursa tids 

eliminates the n:erference effects, but the data obtained are stil 
questionable since control of the rodel and the condition oî the air 

are quite uncertain. In order to obtain transonie data it has been 

necessary to build full-scale research aircraft such as the Bell XS-]. 

and the Douglas D-558 serios, and to obtain information by test 
flihts, Such a trocedure is so expensive as to be prohibitivo to 

all but Co-3rnment agencies. 

B, Object of Investigation. 

In view of the difficulties involved in obtaining reliable 

analytical solutions from the compressible flow equations, many 

researchers hava resorted to numerical moans of solution. Professor 

Ibward Iions of Harvard University in particular has outlined a 

onoral line of attack to use in the nuaerical solution of 

compressible fluid flow problems (1, p.1-32). The objective of this 
work was to apply the methods proposed by Einions to thes olution of 

two-dimensional, irrotational, ubsoxttc flow about an airfoil, with 

the ultinato aim of using numerical methods to obtain a solution in 
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the tranonic region. So auch tinie ia concunied in corautation that 

the tansonic colixbion could not be attempted. IIoever, by a slight 

extension of a numerical method proposed by Frocht (2, p.240-293) for 

obtaining stress distr:Lbution in photoelastic models with Irregular 

boundaries, a numerical analysis of the oempressihie fluid problem 

uus obtained which, in general, Is more direct than that proposed by 

IflOfl5 
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NOTATION 

a velocity of sourd. 

pressure coefficient, defined by equation (14) 

H distance betveen id points in x, y plane 

h enthalpy 

P pressure 2 
e 

Q dinensionless forn of dynatiic pressure defined as Q = 
o 

q resultant velocity 

T absolute temperature 

u horizontal coiponent of velocIty 

y vertical component of velocity 

r ratio of specific heats, 1.4 for ir 

e' 
density 

'4' stream function defined by equation (2) 

'p dimensionless farra of the 3troan function defined by equation 

(17) 

I, circulation, defined by equation (3) 

2 ( vortcity, defined by equatìon (6) 

incompressible velocity potential, defined by equation (40) 

incompressible stresm function, defined by equation (9) 

4 arbitrary constant having units of length 

4 compressible velocity potential 

increment spacing in ¶, i- plane 
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Use of Subscripts 

( denotes free streai conditions 

( ) denotes sta-iation conditions 

( ) denotes partial der±vative with respect to x 

( ) denotes partial derivative with respect to y 

denotes partial derivative with respect to 

denotes partial derivative with respect to 5 
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A. Derivation of General EqUations of otion In To Dimensions. 

The four fundazsantal lars that may be applied to problems 

in fluid f1017 are, 

1. Conservation of mass 

2. Conservation of energy 

3. conservation of momentum 

4. The equation of stato 

If the law of conservation of mass is applied to a tvO*e 

dimensional fluid element in rectangular coordinates the result is 

(çu) + (ev) 0 (1) 

This equation is catiafied by the stream function 'P if 'P is 

chosen so that 

u 
y 

X 

(2) 

The stream f'ziction is a direct consequence of the conservatIon of 

mass and exists as long as there is no dostauction or crcaton of 

fluid In the flow field. 

A concept that is UCful in aerocbjnamics is that of the 

circulation, I' , of the fluid, ?thich is defined as (3, p.33-47) 

1' =q coscds (3) 

Flow problems aro classified by this function into tuo main groixos; 



those that have circulation, and thoac that do not. If equation (3) 

la applied to a nall huid eloaent, the rezult i' 

d I' = (v u»dx dy (4) 

Equation (4) can be written ac 

dr =21fl'car=2c,)1rr2 (5) 

Coiupriaon of the tuo oquaticns givea 

2W=v -u 
X y (6) 

2 c.3 nay be thought of as tubo the anular velocity of the fluid 

elenont and is laìoi-m as the vorticity or rotation. The flows in vthich 

the vorticity is zero are of special inportance in aorodinaubcs 

because the problems of interest are usually concerned with flows 

that have uniform and parallel velocities at Infinity. (That is 

the vorticity at infinity is zero). Furthermoro, it can be shown 

that flows of zero vorticity originally, keep this characteristic if 
thc flow is isentropic (4, p.113-115). Flow through a shock wave 

is not iaentropic and therefore cannot be consIdered as having zero 

vorticity everywhere. 

If equation (6) is expressed in terms of the stream function 

as defined by equation (2 ) the result Ls 

( 
+ (IJ7) + 2u = O (ri) 

or by taking the derivative of the products 

M' + -w( - 'I)7(lnç) + 2u3ç= O () 



Equation (8) is the fundanental equation to be solved. 

1. Equation of motion for n incotrrossible flow of zero 

vor tic ity. 

If the flo'r is assmod to be incointressible ciii of 

zero vort!city, equation (8) reduces to LaDl3ce's equation since 

(in ('' (in e nd tJ all equal zero, 

It is customary to define the stream function for 

incompressible how as 

Ilysu 

SV 
X 

(9) 

The elimination of the density was possible since the equation for 

conservation of asa for an incompressible flow can be tritten as 

U. +V SO 
x y 

With this notation, then, the problem in determining the two'- 

dimensional, incompressible, irrotational flow field about an airfoil 

reduces to that of finding a solution to the equation 

+ 
tyy 

= o (io) 

which satisfies the follodng boundary condtïons: 

(a) him q=q00 
x,y- 

(b) lin t=O (ii) 

X, y-- o 

(e) Along airfoil t = constant 
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(d) 1;i: qj 
X,T -c 

(e) A sta&ation point (q O) nut erirt at the 

trailing edo in order to provide a unique 

o1ut ion 

The v1ocity conponcnt at the ourface of the airfoil 
aro given by equation (9), and the reoultant velocity io siraply 

I 
(12) 

The prosoure distribution can be obtained from the in3ompressible 

form of Bernoulli ' s equation 

I 2 1 ' 
+ Pi = 

2 
(J3) 

Prcsure dIstributions re usuafly plotted as 

pressure coefficients versus percent chord where the pressure 

coefficient is defined by 
P-p 

(14) 

By use of equation (13 ) t can b shoun that for incomprosib1e flow 

C -1-i- i p_ 2 
ci00 

2. Equation of motion for a compressible flow of zero 

vort±cit. 

If it is assmied that the loir is conpressib1e but 

irrotationü, equation (8) reduces to 



u 

4' +4) (16) 

It is convenion to -Drk with a djioriaion1ess form of the sta'ean 

fiuiction, rthich is defincd by 

1= '4) 

a 00 
(17) 

vthore is an arbitrary constant having dimensions of length for 

later ease in computation. The non1imensiona1 Serra of equation (16) 

is obtained by substituting for by equation (17). The rernit can 

be put In the forni 

'' +fl .'"(1n f-) -'y'(L =0 (is) 
yy X 

o 
X 

Before equation (1g) can be solved the density ratio 

rie0 must be found as a function of'1' '. 
The assiiption of zero trticity throughout the ilow 

region can be shorn to be equivalent to assuiiing isentro)ic flou. 

1 
Therefore 

(o tT) -1 -= T 'o o 

The consorvation of energy applied 1ong a stronline gvos 

2 
h0 h (19) 

Since for a porfect ga 

a2 
AL = J. = - 

p r- 



equation (19) can Le put in the form 

12 

r-1()2 
(20) 

Uaking mae of the iseniropic relationship betrcen density and 

temperature gIves 

(21) 

By solvinç equation (21) for v'a0 and plying the result by 

the follouing form of equation (21) is obtained: 

[ 

2 

[ 
(22) 

The parameter qJ0a0 can easily be expressed in terms of the non.. 

dimensional stream function 141 since 

i 

o = 

[2 
(eo)J = 

[2 

&2 (23) 

By uso of equations (22) and (23) the value of 
ln(e/e0) 

equation 

(18) can he found if the sta'eam function gradIents are knoun. 

By using the isentropic relatIon between temperature 

and pressure and 2r000edlng with an analysis sni?ar to that done 

to obtain e1e Ç0) the fo1ioin exPression may be obtained: 

i 
:L( I- j) 

_ (_.)i S a 
I (J.) r . 

ea 'P Ir_IL 'P 
J 00 0 o 
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if the st'eam function con be deterdned, the 

iieter e qJÇ% may he obtained from equation (23). With eoje0a0 

known the density and pressure ratios fo11oi; immediately frein equations 

(22)and (24). 

It is convnient to have the Daraaeter as a 

fimction of Lt. This may be done by rerïtin equation (20) as 

I r-1 
M (c'a)2 - 2 

25 

and usina the denoity-Iach nimber relationship for isontropic flow 

The result is 

i 

e r-1,21 

r +1 
- 2(i'-l) 

=u(l r_12) 
(26) 

In the calculation of pressure coefficients from equation 

( 24) it is necessary to have a noniinensiona1 ferra of the dnac 
pre3oure 1/2 q2 which is defined by Q = 1/2 q2/P0 

expression for the dinension1ess dyn&dc prossine in terms of 

Lch mnnbei' can be obtained by usine equations (25) and. (22). The 

reu1t is 
- (27) 
r-1 

'_o 2 

The pressure coo fficient C may be obtained immediately from equations 

(24) and (27) if the free stream ch nuniber is knorn, since 



2h 
p 

P 
?-P 

C 
0 »0 

1e 
2l2 (28) 

2 oO 2P 
o 

The press're coefficient can also be obtained in toms of the local 

arid free stream Mach nunbers, s 

r 

21 2 

Cpr !g 

L 
i+1';1:i2) 

1 (29) 

However, equations (21), (22), (24), (25), (26), and (27) have been 

plotted in reference i, and for this reason re used in the 

computations. 

E3imirìarizin, the noblen of deterrilning the tvo- 

clirneisional, conressble, irrotation flot field about an airfoil 

is to find a solution of equation (18) that sa fies the foUonin 

boundarr conditions: 

(a) lira 

x,y-oÒ o o 

(b) lin 

x,y 

(c) 11m in e/e0 = mce/e0) = g(M) 

(d ) 'P' = constant along airfoil 

(e) a stagnation point nust exist at the traiin edge 

Once the solution has been obtained that satisfies the above 

conditions, the presaure distribution can be obtained 5iediate1y 

from equations (24), (27), and (28). 
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Ln the precedInç ana1yis the possibility o shock vives 

or othor non-esentropic rocesses was not tal:en into account, since 

an aîplication of the method to those types of flows s no-b done. 

In refcrence 1 the equations have been iorked out in a more onera1 

form to inclixie the effoot of a chne in entropy. Also, it n3y 

have boon noticed that the 'incip1e of conservation of nonenti 

was never usad directly. This is because, for isentopic flow, the 

equations ropresentin the conservation ol' encrr and the 

conservation of monenturi are not independent equations. 

B. Transformation of the Differential Equations of Uotion Into 

Finite Difference Equations. 

In order to solve the equations of motion rnuorical1y, it is 
necessary to provide ari algebraic expression that approxinatec the 

Laplacian operator on W This may be done by dividing the flow 

reg.on ïnto a T1d systeni and mitin the Taylor series expansion 

relatinc neighboring m'id points. In particular for the system 

shon in Figure 1. 

____- ____ 
3 

$411 

k 

Fiiu'e 1. 
Notation for Grid System 
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=W + s11(M) ) + + si!3('P ) +. 
x 

W -s3I1()+ 
. 

s112(W) . . 

(33) 
= 'PO + Sh$' )+ . 3? )+ ; SH3 P0 )+ . . . 

= -s114') + - ('P) +. . . 
y y :yyy 

For the caso in ithich 
= = addition of the above 

£oiu equations gives 

'a 4b "c 4'Pd - = &0Çj i? (31) 

Equation (31) g.ves an algebraic expression that approxitiatos 

('V) + ('p) to the foiz'th order toms in the scries expansions. yr 

In the case ';thoro the neighior.g id points aro not 

equidistant, the third order terris in the Taylor ex2ansion must be 

neglected. Then uu1tipliing the first serios expansion by s, the 

scond by s, the third by and the fourth by 
2 

end adding, gives 

s 'V + s = (s + s )'%' + 
h ,. 

)('P ) 3 a i c 3 1 o l3'l 3 o 

4b 2a 2 4 o 
e 'P + s 'V = ( + s )'P L 

34)&o) 

Dividing thO first equation by 1/2 13 3 
and the second 

equation by 1/2 34) adding gives 



T2 o$ 53) + s3Çs3F c3 

+ 
54) 'b 

+ (+ 54) '4d 
(32) 

2 'P 
o 

J. ' _) 4 

Thia expresilon l'or (4) 
) + ('P ) is useful near the áirfoil whore 

O O 

it is impossible to naintain an equidistant arid systen. 

1. Numerical solution of Incompressible, irrotational flow 

problema. 

In the case of incompressible, irrotational flow it 

has been shoun that 

I +P 0 icc yy 

This condition is approximated in the case of an equidistant id 

system if 

= + + + 

and for a nonequidistant 'id system 

'.. . - , s s 
'l 3 4 

'? = b?a + 

(34 

555 sss 
+ 

lic + 



By use of equations (33) and (34) it i pos5ible to 

irite one 1iner a1obraìc equation for each grid point at 'thich the 

value of % i3 im1ovm. This ;iU resu].t in n oqutions involving 

n unknovins, and a direct solution is theoretically tossible. 

IIotieiìr, vrhen the number of arid points beco2os largo, the only 

practical r;ethOd is an iterative one, first used by Lieìann. The 

iterative olutlon of Laplace 's equation may be perforned as 

£oUow (6, p.l-l) : With the boundary conditions in mind, guess 

values of 
l 

at each ìnterior id noLnt. A sketch of the strearline 

pattern ril1 help in obtaining a good first guess. Then o through 

the grid using equation (33) or (34) to calculate ne values. 

Repeat this procedure until the chance in at the interior points 

is reduced to the required anount. ion this has been done the 

valuc of r approxinate the solution of Is equation. The 

de'e of aproxîmation depends only on the nuznbor of siificant 

fiuros carried and the size of the grid spacings. In this 

connection it can be shown that the discrepancy between the solution 

to the finite difference equation, ami the solution to the 

differential equation is of the order of F& Sono estimate of th 

discrepancy nay be nade by cutting the grid size in half and noting 

the corresponding change in the nunerical solution. 'then a solution 

of satisfactory accuracy has been reached, the velocities may be 

obtained from equations (9) and (12), as 



- r 
- L) 

iIj' 2h 

- 
Vi = - rfl..,. 

2h - C3s) 

i 

q1 r2 + (] 
?a 

?)2 
b 

The pressure coefficient can then 13e obtained from equation (15). 

The calculation of velocities from the stream 

function Cradient involves a subtraction in which there '.'rjll be, 

In general, a loss of significant figures. vfl acliition, the 

calculation of the pressure coefficIent involves the velocity ratio 

squared and another subtraction resulting in an additional loss of 

accuracy. No hard and fast rule can be nade regarding the nmiber 

of significant figures that must be carried in the Iterative 

solution for the general case, For any specific problem, the 

necessary number of significant figures to which 
'L 

must be knoun 

can be estimated by the accuracy desired in CF and the above 

considerations, 

2. Numerical solution of two-dimensional, compressible, 

irrotational flovr about an airfoil, 

Equation (is) can be put into finite difference form 
for equidistant grid points by the use ol' eqmtion (31), end for 

the caso o non-equidistant grid points by equation (32). The 

result for an equidistant grid system is 



o 

[e0 t 
20 

('V- qJ( 

°b dI 
(36) 

and for a nonQujdj5tant Crid systen 

Tthore 

4 =C'V'+CW'+CW'C,U)! 
o aa bb cc ad. 

-Ce(_IV;)Efl(t)a_ 0 
(37) 

- cf(I 4J)[Lì(i_)_ n(_J 

234 
C 

= (s+ s3)(5s3+ 2'4 

= 
C]SJ) 

= 
(S+ S3)(3)s3+ 2L) 

$2s,) 

.,1;2S3 

° 2(a,+ )(3+ s2s1) 

12 3'4 
2 2(s2+ 04) (0133+ 0234) 

Equation (23) is 1oo needed in £inite difference 

fora. For an equidistant grid aysten equation (23) becomes 
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i 

___ - k 
w')2 V (33) 

e0a - 2H 

and for a non.sequidiotant id systeni 

4) q)7 

00 1 3 24 1 ea H 

Jith equatIons (i3) end (23) in finite difference forni 

the numerical solution for copressib10 f017 about an airfoil may 

be performed as foflows: Choose a free stroani Mach number. This 

automatically determines the boundary values of qJ0a0, 

from equations (26) and (33). IVith the boundary conditions in 

und, cucss valuas of '4)1 at the interior grid points. A sketch of 

the streamline oattern is useful here. Then :0 throuh the grid 

system using equations (36) and (37) to calculate no'r values of 

l, at the interior points. ìth these new values of 'P calculate 

the parameter qJ0a0 from equations (3e) and (39 ) and 01)taifl 

in fron equation (22) for aU tlue interior grid points. Use 

these improved values of 'V and in ek ° calculate now valuas 

of 'P at '- bhe interior points. The process js repeated until 

converges to a fixed value at each point in the grid. iien this 

happens an approximate solution to ecuation (13) has been obtained. 

The n'essure dIstribution nay then be calculated by use of 

equations (3e), (39), (24)! (27), arî (23). Since equations (24.) 

and (27) have boon plotted, this calculation of C is easily done. 

All the ronarks about the incompressible solution concerning the 
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necessary number of significant figures needed for the stream function 

in order to obtain adequate accuracy in C, also apply to the 

corapressible case. There is an additional hazard to note in the 

comrprossihle case; the functions of both P/P0 and e'/e versus 

qJe0a have vertical tangents at Lach numnber equal to 1.0. Such 

regions in the £1ov rru.st be handled carefully if large errors are 

to be avoided. 

3. An alternatIve procedure for tho nunerical solution of 

compre3sihlc, irrotational flovr problems. 

In rcfere:ce 1, ]tons has devised a proceuro rhere- 

by the uso of the non..oquidistant 'id system near the airfoil nay 

be avoided. This nothod involves a transformation of the 

compressible Llo'r problem from the x y plane to the r, plane; 

that is the incoapressible streaa linos (= C) and equi-potentiaJ. 

lines ( = C) are usod as the coordinate system, may be defined 

as the family 01' curves everywhere orthogonal to the stream linos, 

and is 1macn as the velocity potential. It can be shoin that 

(3, p.43-.57) 

P) U. 
X .y :i. 

(40) 

= _,?X 
= 

The transfornation of equation (7) from the x y plane to the 

pl I plane nay be developed from the foUrn'ring considerations: 

II. 'P = 
1'i' 5 ) 

and 
t = 

g(x, y) and , = h(x, y), then 



and 

In a like nanner 
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' =L +4 + 2'P9 

(41) 

q.i +2U.) 
¡y r 

+? (42) 

Addition of equations (41) and (42) cives 

Since 

and 

( +' )+q) (v +t,) 
qJxx 

+qi7 = d dyr ¿'j 

+ +tL) 

2 2) (2 2) 
(43) Uy VLPtX y 

c: 
lyy =L + ry 

= o 

q1 
+ = 

+fl2 2 2 

'y 

oquaton (42) cn be rritten as 

% 
,2w =q22 'P (44) 

x,y -i 
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korn the foUoing identity 

+ (=f2() +1c72P (45) 
X 

Equation (7) 

becones in the p1 

+ ()'i) + 2 = O (7) 

(Y ) + ()Q f=o (46) 
e c, 

By taiin the derivative oC the products, equation (46) beco:os 

q+ + o (47) 

Introducing the dinensionless strern ftmction and riting equation 

(47) for the caso in vthich t) is zero, Lves 

tp +p 
:tP 

(in r/ro) -'; ('ç/ç0) = o (4b) 

Notico that the fundaracntaJ. differential equation of motion for a 

compresib10 flovr of zero vorticity in the , plane has no formal 

difference from the equation in the x, y plano. iIo«over, an 

inportant difference occurs in the ovalu.tion of the parameter 

oJ0a froa equation ( 23 ) . If 4) f r ) and I = (;:, y) and 

= h(x, y), it follors that 

and 

= uM - 

'pr 'icy + PPiy = Vi 4,+ Ui 'V:1 



Tiioref ore 
i i 

' ' 2 (u+ v) 4qt)2+ (j2 =k[u+ v) 
'Ç+ o 
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i 

P a 
(p,)21 (49) 

o o 

Equations (43) arid (49) in finite difference form become 

- in(f) I 
ç c. L op oi - 

16 

nd 

&bd[ob e od] 
- 16 

(50) 

J- 

eci 
q14 

a_qjc)2 + (b_Wd)2Il2 (51) 
r 00 

Tho n-tzicrical solution of the compressible, 

irrotational, tv.o-dimensionai fluid f1o7 problem niay be obiinod 

from equations (so) and (51) as foUos: Obain the co:11lete 

solution for the volocity field or an incompressible, ir'otationa1 

fluid flow about the same body. Estimate the distance required 

between arid toints in the co:presib1e solution and drr in the 

required incora:ressible streanlines and equi-otentiai lines. At 

the intersection ol' each streari1ine end equl-potentia]. line 

calculate the incomrecsible velocity. 

Determine the boundary conditions for the compressible 

solution. This is done in the saine rnanncr as zas done for th 
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coripres3ible solution in the x, y p1ne. Guess the remaininr values 

of 'V' Applr equation (50) throughout the grId to calcuLite new 

values of W ' Use equation (51) to calculate new values of 

and in Repeat the procedure until 41 t converces to a constant 

value at each point in the grid, en this has been done, an 

aproxiiate solution to equation (43) has been obtained. The 

pressure distribution is obtained from the parameter qJ0a0 as 

described before. 

The remiarks made prevLously concerning the number of 

significant Ligures to be carried in the ninnerìcal solution aU 

apply hero. In addition, Ginco slope of the curves of P/P0 

versus qJa and '/' versus qJa bocones vertical at 

:: = 1.0, and the vruluc of qJ0a0 is the 

incompressible velocity q, ft is necessary to obtain an accurate 

incomi,ressible aDlution if the introduction ol' large errors in 

the conpresible solution is to be avo±ded. 
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APPLICATION OF NUM!RICAL THS TO DETER1IUE THE 
PRESSIJT?E DISTRIBUTION ABOUT MI AIRFOTh 

Each of the methods outlined in Part B was ay1±ed to 

calculate the prezsuxe distribution about an airfoil in order to 

obtain soiie idea of the amount of cork required. The National 

Advisory ComiitLttee for eronautics' 2S-(50)(03)-(50)(03) circular 

arc airfoil was selected for this purpose for tuo reasons; first, 

test data uere available for this airfoil in the speed rance of 

interest (5, p.1-15), and secondly, the irioi1 is sìinetrica1 

about both the chord and a vertical line through the fifty 

percent chord point. This double sy2mnetry reduced considerably 

the amount of labor involved in the numerical solutions. 

The nierical solutions vTere aU done for the case of zero 

ancle of attack in order to preserve this double sytry in the 

flow field. 

A. Numerical Deteraination of the Pressure Coefficients For the 

NACA 2S-(50)(03)-(50)(03) Airfoil in Incompressible, Irrotational, 

T'oJimens1onal Flo'r. 

The first step in any of the numerical solutions was to 

deteiine the necessary number of stLficarit figures to be carried 
in the iterative part of the solution. It was decided that three- 

place accuracy in the velocities was sufficient, and that to ive 

this, four-place accuracy in the stream function vîld be 

necessary. It was later found that four siificant f1ui in the 



value of trean function was the absoluto L'.ininuia that thould be 

carried and that five s1nificant fiLes uld have been riore 

citisfactorj. However, the addition of each sinificant figure in 

the iterative solution increases the amowit of labor involved 

considerablr. A solutioninvolving five significant figures in the 

stream function was begun, but the convergence was so slow that this 

solution was never finished. 

with the rn.ìber of siifieant figies to be carried decided 

upon, the next step is to calculate coefficients of P in equation 

(34). In this particular grId syten the only grid distance 

difference from unity was 54 Vith this siniplification, equation 

(34) may be rtten as 

where 

Since, ±n this case 

% = C7+ Cbb+ Cq+ CdPd (52) 

s 

c=c 
a c2(l+a1) 

s, 

c= 
b (i+s4)2 

(, - i 
Ld 

(i + 

34 i _ airfoil ordinate 

it is neces to obtain the airfoil ordinates to at least four 

(53) 

'-t 

significant Ligures. In the general caso this presents no difficulty 

since aU the llACA airfoils are defined maUiiratically, and the 
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ordinates nay be calculated to any desired decree ol' accuracy. The 

calculation of the ordinates of the NACA 2S-(50)(03)-(50)(03) airfoil 

and the coofficionts C, C, Cd 1Vø significant firn'os are 

Civfl in the Appendix. 

!ftcr the coefficients C had been deternined, the 'id tas 

set up about the airfoil. Because of the twoway sjt:aota'y it uas 

possb1e to deal ;ith one-fourth of the total floir fiold. The 

distance between riet oints ra chosen equal to ten orccnt of the 

chord, and the froc streaia velocity ra chosen to be 200. The valua 

of on the airfoil v'as chosen to be 1000 to avoid the use of 

decimals in the iterative solution. The remaining boundary condition, 

that a stagnation point exist at the trailing edge, is automaticaaJy 

satisfied in this case. The grid netrork for the incompressible 

solut±on is sIio;'n in Figue A-1 in the Apondix. The entries were 

made in accordance with the £ollowïng code: 

Figure 2. 
Code For Entries in Figuro A-1 
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ith the boiindary conditionß deterrrined, a sketch of the 

probable treaine pattern wa niade and thteior va1us o Y were 

guecced. Using equatìon ai1 (52) the Iterative outlined 

previously was applied. In the cace of the flow about a body in 

free stream, this iteration bocones rather lengthy because the free 

stream bourdaries are not fixed geometrically. The iterative 

procedure must be performed outward, away from the airfoil unti]. the 

values of r approach those of the undisturbed stream. In this 

case it 'was found necossazy to perform the iterition upward a 

distance of approximately twenty times the maxLnuni tJiic1ess of the 

airfoil, and outward in front of the airfoil to a distance of five 

tUnes the maximum thiokness. After this solution was obtained a 

somewthat s inilar caso was found in reference 10 wIre the steady, 

viscous, tio-dimensional, incoïprescible flow about a cix'cul 

qyJiiIer was calculated by a somewhat similar ntierical analysis. 

Here it was necessary to perform the iteration out to a distance of 

forty diameters before free stream conditions viere reached. The 

rate of convrgonce of the iterative procedure decreases considerably 

as the number of grid points iS increased, so that the necessity 

of pursuing the iterativo process over long dicthnces from the 

airfoil constitutes a real disadvantage of this method. 

After the above numerical solution had been obtained, part 

of the Tid sDacing was halved end a check us made to see if the 

values of in this reaion were substant±ally changed. As was 

unchanged in this process it was concluded that the original grid 
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spacing was adequate to provide a solution to Lau1ace' s equation to 

fou' sin±ficant figures. Li this case an c1oquato solution vine 

obtained with a relatIvely coarse 'id system. This tras ossib1e 

because the rate of chance of the 4) gradient was everyvthere small. 

II' this viere not the cases it vould be necessary to use a much 

finer grid in regions therc the rate of change of the 4) gradient 

was 1arre. 

After a satisfactory solution for the stream f-onction was 

obtained, the velocities and presste coefficients were obtained frein 

equations (35) and (15). In this connectIon it should be noted 

that the relative error for P (due to ron.thg off to the fourth 

place) is loss that 0.05 percent, vthile that for the velocities 

is increased to 0.5 percent by the subtraction rocoss, and, finafly, 

that for the pressure coefficIent is increased to approximately 

six percent. Seo Appendx. 

The velocities used in calculating the pressure coefficients 

viere not those at the surface of the airfoil, but rather represented 

an average velocity betveen the airfoil surface and the 1rst grid 

point. Theso velocities viere used for tïo reacons; (i) it was 

not felt that the accuracy of the solution justifIed the na1l 

extrapolation to the airfoil surface, and (2) it was hnoz that 

the velocities would be on tho high side compared with experinental 

data because the effects of viscosity had been neglected. 

Therefore, the discremancy involved was knoun to be in the right 

direction. 
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The plot of oreosiire distribution vorsu percent chord is 

given in Figure 5. For comparisons experimental values of pro ssm'e 

coefficient for the same airfoil aro also plotted. (These were 

obtained from reference 5). 

Also ci' intereat is Figuro 7, mthich shows the value Of 

obtained at a typical point in the grid srsterri lotted against the 

number of traverses. Fom Figure 7 it is evident that an increase 

in accuracy could be obtdned ouly by a formidable increase in labor. 

13. Numerical Determination of the Pressure Coefficients For the 

NACA 2S-(50)(03)-(50)(03) Airfoil in Ccmrpressible, Irrotatonal, 

Two-Dimensional Flow Using the I'Jon-Equidotant Orid Petliod. 

From the exoerience incompressible solution, 

it was decided to carry four significant figures for q)'. 

The coefficients C, C, Cd in equation (7) are 

identical ritii those usad in the incoressible case. From 

inspection it can be seen that the torn 

C P' '-'P') [ln() 
e a C 

a c 

in equation (37) is negligibly uaU vthen conner ed ?ith the other 

terms and can be dropped. For the regions öl' unequal grid spaces 

near the airfoil the folloving equation was usad: 
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= C qi'+ C41,+ C4)+ CdI) cGii-. c)LL'«b - o aa 

luth s= s s= i and s,= 1 - (a±rfoil ordinate), thc expression 

for C2 becomes 

(55) 
2(s+ i) 

The calculation of C, r1on the airfoil is i esentod in the Apendix. 

In the regions whore the grid points are oquidstant, equation 

(54) bocones 

= -j(w-'v) Lh cJ 
(56) 

S±nce the quantity (V -'4)') is so small, equations (3e) and 

(39) can also be reduced to a sinpier £orc and bacone respectively 

egJ 
a 2H h 'ci (57) 

'a o 

+ 
ea tL,+ s,)'i 'i (5$) 
00 

With the fundanental equaton (54), (56), (57), and (5e) 

determined nd C2 ia1culatod, the problen was ready to et up in a 

grid systeni. 

The free stean Mach nmbar as set at 0.75. This particular 

valuo was chosen because exerinental datan was available for it, and 

also because it is high enough to produce a 1aige compressibility 
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effect. With M = .75, q/0a0 îas obthineci from equation (26) to be 

equal to 0.546. om equation (57) (Tdth 4 = io ' convenience) 

the free strcon value for 'Vi) is 546. The free strean value 

o1 in e/r0 correzmondin to 0.564 is 0.270, and may be 

calculated from equation (22). Tha streamline along the airfoil was 

chosen to be 1000 to avoid the use of decimals. The condition that 
a stagnation int exists at the trailing edge is again automatically 

satsified by setry. 
With the boundary conditions established the remaining values 

of 1? were guessed. From thce initial values of 'P' the parameter 

'q/0a was obtained. in determined from equation (22). 

(A computation curve of equation (22) is ixisensable here). 

Equations ( 54 ) and ( 56 ) were then applied throughout the grid system 

to ealculate navi values of 9)' With those it ras ossihlo to 

detcrmo the imroved values of q/% by ecuations (57) and (5e) 

with 4 = . The irnorovod values ol' in 1'oflovi iricdiately 
from the comoutation curve for equation (22). It is not necessary 

or desirable to recalculate qJa and in e/e0 after each traverse 
at the beginning of the iteration. The quantity 

1).(p1; 

-P1(*) - -I 
L°b OcJ 

in equations (54) and (56) is generally srcll and is not of 

imoortance until the larger errors in the original estimates of 'I)' 

are taken cere of. The term should be thtroduced in the solution with 

increasing freauoncy as the solution rogresscs, and on the last Low 
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final rounds should be recalculated and introduced on each traverse. 

Vthen the application of equations (54) and (56) does not change the 

value of at any of the interior pointe, an ap)roxirate solution 

to equation () has been obtained. The grid system for this problem 

is given in Figure A-2 in the Appendix. Only the first and last 

values used in the itoratve process are reproduced. The entries 

were made in accordanco with the following codo: 

Figure 3. 
Codo For Entries in Figure A-2 



Sone difficulty is niet in determinirg in e/e0 at the surface 

of the airfoil since there is no next point freni ithich to evaluate 

Je0a. In this problen in 
e/e0 

at the airfoil sin'face was 

estimated by a ztraiht line extrapolation. The cxtraolation 

fornuila used was 

ln(-) = $4 

ci 

-ln(..)1 
+ 

36 

(59) 

Once the numerical solution for P, was conipletod, the pressure 

coefficients were calculated from the values of q0a0 by use of 

equations (24), (27), and (23). As in the incompressible solution 

no attempt was macle to extrapolate the values of qJa obtained 

in the numerIcal solution to the surface of the airfoil, 
The plot of the pressure coefficient vorsue percent chord is 

civen in Figure 5. A plot ol' experime'ital pressure coefficients is 

included for comparison. 

As unis found In the incompressible case, the rate of 

converronce of the numerical solution became extremely slow as the 

iziìe values of 'V' are approached. Ho"evur, it is nocessa to et 

accurato values of because of the loss in accuracy involved in 

obtaining the pressure coefficients. This is especially true near 

the fifty percent chord point there the slope of the curve for 

P/p0 versus q/0a becomes quite steep. This decrease in the 

rate of convercenco of the iterative solution and the difficulty in 

deterththg P/po accurately at M near 1.0 constitute the :ain 

disadvantees of the method, Also, the compressible flow effo cts 
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extended farther fron the airfoil than the txicompreìsible fIov 

effects. This is true in general, and it is safo to asci.ic that 
the itoratire soiutLon of a conressible flow about a body vdll 

i;ys converge nore slowlr than the one for an inconpressible flows 

C. Ntunerical DeterìrAinatjon of the Pressure Coefficients for the 

NACA 2S-(5C)(O3)-(0)(O3) Airfoil in Copressib1e, Irrotational, 

Two-Dimensional Flor; by the Errimons' 9thod. 

If the iterative solution of the comrcssible flow problem 

is rerformed :in the , plane, the problem of calcuLltinC the 

coefficients C for the non-equidistant grid equations is eliinatcd. 

Horover, reliable values of the incompressible velocities must be 

knon throughout the flow field. In this case these velocities 

were obtained from the incornressihle nuierical solution. ee 

Figure 6. 

The term 

1.(q3 - 

Loa 

in equation (50) is negligibly small compared viith the othei ernis, 

and the equation may be reduced to 

q); _-l(qJi_qH) 

Lb e0J 
(60) 

C ü 16 b d 

Likc;±se equation (51) can be reduced to 

e a 2& (P1 -'Pi) (61) 
00 



It is convenient to choose = and the free stream = i. 

The boundarr conditions at free stroart conditions were again 

deternined by fixing the free stream lach ntvther at 0.75. The grid 

system chosen consisted of the incompressible strearilines and 

velocity potential lines shovn in Fire 6. 

With the boinidary conditions determined the remaining valuco 

of 4I and in e/e wore assumed. The inconoressible velocity at the 

interoection of each streanline and equipotential line vïas obtained 

from Figure 6 and entered in the grid. The grid system for the 

compressible how solution in the , I plane is ohorn in Fie A-3 
in the Appendix. Only the initial and final values used in the 

iterativo solution are shoin. The entries are rindo according to 

the codo in Figure 4. 

With the grid system set U as shoim, the iteration using 

equations (60) and (61) was begu. 

As was the caso in the compressible solution in the x, y 

plano, the terms involving the density ratios in equation (60 ) are 

relatively small and need not be ap lied often until the relatively 

large errors made in guessing the original 'P' have been somewhat 

reduced. As before, the values of in 
e/e,, 

should be recalculated 

¿mcl applied for each round when the last few traverses are made. 



Fiu'e 4. 
Code For Entries in L:ure 

vi 



The diffîcity in obtinn ¿ reliable valuo of in ('IC0 at 

the boirndary, due to the lack of a next point that a3 uentìoned in 

the preceding aoction, açctin arises here. Eiions (i, p.14) has 

do'vised a rneaxz of extrapolation along the equipotential linee, 

ba3ed on the íact that near the boundry the compros3ible equi- 

potential linos are not very much displaced from the incompressible 

equipotential lines. 

Since 

X i 

y i 

= u 

y=v 

it follors that near the bomdary of the airfoil the ratio of 

qjq is constant along a constrnt line. If equatton (21) is 

multiplied by qJa0 the result is 

e _ i_-1 
:-1 

e ' 
) 2' a 00 a0 o 

i'om this equation q]a0 at points next to the boundary may be 

calculated. Then q/a0 at the houzary may be estimaied from 

(ia) = (ia) (63) 

00 O 

With qJa0 at the boundary estinated by equaiion (63), the density 

ratio at the boimdary follows immediately from equation (21). 
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Computation curves have boon prepared in reference 1 to aid the 

above calculations. 

Ythen the Iterative solutIon for J' i'ias completed, the pressuro 

coefficients were obtained from the values ofja as before. 

These are plotted in Ire 5, alone ith those from the r2erical 
solution in the x, y plane and the e2eriental valus from 

reference 5. 

The pressure coeffIcients that were obtained by this method 

are somethat more erratic than those obtained from the solution 

in the X y plane. This is because in this method the inportant 

parsuetor 
' 

J0a0 was controfled by the incompressible velocities. 

Those could be obtained to three significant fiures only, with a 

possible relative error of 0.5 percent. Qn the other hand, tho 

coefficIents used to deteruine for the solution in the 

X, y plane were ail 1rnon to five sigiificant figures. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

A. Evaluation of LIothod5 U5Gd. 

1. The numerical solution of incoinressible, irrotational, 

tto-djinension fluid flow problor.ìs. 

Theodorseii and Garrlck in reference 9 have 

developed ri analytical approach to the problem of deterr.ining 
pressure distributions around arbitrary airfoils in incompressible, 

irrotational flow. ioevor, the method has never received 

ïdespread use in the industry because of the mathematical skill 

reqiiired in i.ts application. The numerical analysis of this 

problem takes it out of thc rearn of higher matheratics and reduces 
it to one of sL'nplo arithmetic. In the case of the flow about an 

airfoil in unrestricted flow, however, this snplification in 
mathematics is counterbalanced br the computation required to make 

the numerica]. solution converge v.th the required accuracy. This 
:Ls caused directly by the large arca of diGtmbcd flo; that must 

be covered by the 'id sytom. In the case vthoro the flow has 

definite boundaries, such as approximately two-dimensional flow in 

air scoops or ducts, the id size Tould be definitely limited 
and the numerical solution to this ;roblem probably could be obtained 

nore rapidly than the analytical solution. Also, there are many 

probleme of this sort whore onlr the velocity profiles throughout 

the flov field are vantd. In this caso the numerical solution 
viould again be very useful since the loss of siriificant figures 
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involved in obtaining pressures utuJd not be encountered. In the 

case of calculating pressure distribution ovar an airfoil, hovievor, 

moro work must be done on the numerical analysis, vdth the view of 

increasing the rato of convergence of the method before it can be 

of practical interest. 

2. Nimerieal solution of conpressible, irrotational, t- 
dimensional fluid flow problena. 

If the incompressible pressure distribution about an 

airfoil is aiown either analytically or experimentally, the 

compressible pressure distribution up to the appearance of local M 

near 1.0 is meet conveniently obtained by the Prandtl-Glauert or 

K,rnnTsien methods. Here again the main difficulty encountered 

ïn the nuncrical solutions is the extremely largo rTid systems 

necessary. In addition, the vcrtical tangents of the curves of 

' e/e0 p/p versus qja at M = i present sono difficulty. 

This probably could be takcn care of with sufficient accuracy by 

careful calculation and plotting of the curves 

of 'q/a, The slow rate of converonce, due 

of grid pointe, constitutes the real disadvint 

solutions. 

to an expanded 6031e 

to the lsre number 

.ge of the nìerical 

In the case in vhich the incomiressible velocity 

d!stribution is not known, the ntrical compressible solution is 

more eas±ly obtained in the x, y plane than in the ¶ , r plane, 

because, in general, it is much easier to obtain the coefficients 
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C. for use in the variable grid equation than the coiiplete 

incompressible velocIty distribution. Even in the case where an 

incoressible velocity distribution of sufficient accuracy is already 

knon, the coraessib1e solution in the t1 plane is not much 

faster than that in the x, y plane. This is so because the tine 

saved by elirinatin the variable grid near the boundary is roughly 

consuned in uultiplyinh each value of - M's) in the grid by 

to obtain the parenteter eclJ('0%. In general, the analysis in the 

y plane using the non-equidistant grid ysten at the boundaries 

will be more convenient than that in the plane. 

3. General. 

AU the numerical methods outlined become 

unwieldy when applied to froc flow around an airfoil. Iiovever, they 

are particularly well suited when geometrical constraints on the 

flow exist. In this connection the interference effects at high 

subsonic M of wind tunnel walls on tio'.dimensional models could 

probably be obtained by this method without an unreasonable amount of 

ork. For instance, this might be done by calculating the free stream 

pressure distribution over the airfoil by applying the Krnn-Tsien 

method to reliable incororessible data, and comparing this solutìon 

with a nunerical solution br flow about the same airfoil, 
constrained on the top and bottom by two parallel planos ro:resenting 

the wind tunnel walls. 

In reference E3 an interesting and somewhat sinilar 
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rnrniericaJ. ana1yiz is iiiacie of the corrrosib1a £1ov in centrifugal 

compressors, nd in reference 10 an application of nunerical 

analyd:3 tO TÍCOUS flovt is made. AU of these nunerica]. solutions 

have one thing iii common--they reduce diíficult rtatheuatical 

analysis to one oC eleiiientary algebra nd a'ithnetic. In general, 

there mr be 5O21e lose of rigor in there aprox1ate o1utions. 

However, this is of little consequence to the practicing engineer. 

The usual engineorin' proî.len cannot be formulated rith extrene 

accuracy, and theoretically exact mathematical solutions ai'e not 

necessary. What is needed ic a enoral method that vill give 

results accurate within a reasonable error. The numerical approach 

satisfies these requirements, and in cases where an undue ario'unt of 

computation is not involved, of value. 

B. Recommendations for Further Vork. 

The application of numerical analysis to an airfoil in free 

:r:Lotr was seen to involve considerable computation. L the general 

case involving a nonietrical airfoil at an anale of attack other 

than zero, the work would be at least four timos that done here. 

The main difficulty is that to obtain the desired iníornation near 

the airfoil, the numerical solution must be pursued throughout the 

region oi' disturbed low. In the case of the inco,ressible solution 

this situation iaiglit possibly be afleviated since analytic solutions 

to Laplaco's equation with rectangular boundaries are 1noun. For 

instance, for the airfoil and grid system used in the incompressible 

solution presented reviously, the flow field could be d1ded into 
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to partE, say frati y O to y s , and fron y i out to free stream 

cond:ltions. The fox,ìer part tcni1d contain the airfoil and ou1d have 

an irregular boundy, thile the latter would have rectang1ar 

boindarios. Values of coi1d arbitrari1r be chosen along the line 

y = :i at the points x = 0,1,2 . . . and a finite Fourier series 

deternined foi' tlds asswaed djs-bributïor of v The corresponding 

values of 
! 

Ofl t.h line y = 2 could en b calculated from the 

Ana3rac solution. The iteratire procedure could then be used in 

the region beten y = O md y = 2 to proirLde Lproved values of 

p at y = '. A finite Fourier sr'ies could then be written for 

these novr values of arx the process repeated 'mti1 the values of 

? 
at y = i converged to constant values. The advantage here, of 

course, is that the use of the iterative rocedure is resta'ictcd to 

the roion iinmcdiately trouth the airfoil. A possible disadvantae 

wo1d be encoimtered in the case in which the Fourier series 

appoxinatton for £(x) at y = I converges slowly, since the 

possible utility of the rethod depends on the amount of work 

required to determine this serios. 

The adoption of the above nethod to the field of compressible 

flow depends upon thether or not an analytic solution to equation (3) 

could be obtained over a rectinu1ar region. However, if a sinpie 

neans of SOlving even the incompressible solution could be attained 

tiii would stil rei)resent a valuable contribution to the present 

arbitrary airfoil theory. Aleo, since the solution of Laa' s 
equation to bitrary boundary cordit:Lons appears in many other fields 

besides aerodjnamics, the solution should be of general interest, 
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k. ,.;4j....A. 

Calculation of Ordinates For UACP 23-(50)(Q3)-(50)(03) Airfoil 

Equation of upper surface is 

i 

y 7.46333 - - h)2J - 4.151666 

AirÍ'oil Ordinates 0.000001 

X e Upper Iver 

0 0.000000 0.000000 

5 .005717 .005717 

10 .O1O25 .O1O25 

15 .015333 .015333 

20 .019225 .019225 

25 .022522 .022522 

30 .025215 .025215 

35 .027311 .0273U 
cir, j 

'J '-- 

45 .029700 .029700 

50 .030000 .030000 



Estimate of error made in calculating pressure coefficients 

for incompressible flow. 

2 

C -1 
2 

cc0 

+ AC = i - + 

_AQ(2g+ Aq) 
C 2 2 
p 

For case in thich 

q_ =200 

q =216 

q =1 

AC 
F + 1(432 + i) 

+ e 066 -6 6 
40,000 - 46,600 - - ' 

52 

(15) 
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Calculation ol' coefficients C1 for uso in nerical solutions, 

iith = s2 - 33 = i 

s 

c 

- Cl) 

f 
L) 

C 
ci 

- (34+ 1)2 

S 

2(s+ 

34 = i -Y 

X y 
a'°c Cb___ Cd 

o o.00000 0.25000 0.25000 0.25000 0.06250 

i 0.10825 .23569 .249l3 .27943 .065E36 

2 .19225 .22341 /rfJ7 .30600 .063366 

3 .25215 .21393 .24479 .2733 .070030 

4 .2204 .20l4 .24292 .342.20 .070943 

5 .30000 .205.. .24221 .34602 .071240 
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CalculatIon o Pressure Coeffejent 

A. Incompressible. 

= 
2 

q 
2 

q 2,2 
eì/ - 

0 0 0 0 -1.0 
10 204 41,600 1.04 0.04 

20 210 44,000 1.10 0.100 

30 214 !+5,00 1.14.5 0.145 

40 216 46,600 1.165 0.165 

50 217 47,000 1.175 0.175 

B. Co:'ipressible. LI = 0.75 

P p 
C? 

= Ç1 

2 
eq r-1 

/ r - J.. 

2 2 
o 

-3 5 
.4)(0.7) 

+ 0.2(0.75) = 0.25 
-- 2 

r_121' 
P-c + 
o 

= + 0.2(0.75) = 0.674 



Pressw'e Coeff±cints Iorn Solution in x, y Plane 

qr00 P/p0 pIp0- /p 

o o.c- - 1.000 0.326 - 1.270 

10 .550 .675 .001 .0004 

20 .562 .638 .036 .136 

30 .563 .615 .059 .223 

40 .570 .60e .066 .249 

.603 .071 .263 

Pressure Coefficients Foin Solution ins, Plane 

y- __qJ0a P/P0 F/P0 /P0 

T 

C 

o 0.000 1.000 0.326 - 1.270 

10 .555 .662 - .012 .0456 

20 .56 .627 - .047 .177 

30 .563 .615 - .059 .223 

40 .571 .602 - .02 .272 

50 .570 .6013 - .066 .250 



lo 

9 

8 

7 

G 

y 

4 

3 

L 

1 

o 

3200 3200 3200 3200 3200 3200 3200 3200 3200 3200 

3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 5000 3000 3000 3000 

2600 2800 2800 2800 2q00 2q00 2q00 2800 2800 2800 
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2557 .2234 .2357 .2139 .2234 .2079 .2139 .2059 .2079 

1200 1200 1200 12CC 10 1200 1195 1190 11b 1180 
1200 1199 1197 1193 1182 117t 1160 1164 1152 

3060 .3273 .5412 .3460 
.2794 -_---------- 

j-TTiii 1000 !:000 1000 1000 ________ _________ - 
000 1 Ù0O 000 1 000 1 Oflfl 

L i ' ) q o O 

X 
INC0MFBTEIFLE FLOW SOLUTION 
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